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A two-stage stochastic programming model to determine an optimal sequencing of hotels, with the online re-
view selection provided by online travel agencies (OTAs), is developed. The multi-attributes of hotels and online
reviews containing various indicators (e.g., location and service) are all incorporated in a booking decision. To de-
termine the optimal stopping search step for customers, a sequential search behavior is assumed. The objective of
model is tominimize the expected number of search steps to reach a hotel of which all characteristics satisfy cus-
tomer expectations under optimal search behavior. The effectiveness of the proposed model is confirmed in a
case study using real data from an OTA. The contribution of this paper is to propose a new model that OTAs
could practically adopt to generate an optimal sequence of hotels with a selection of online reviews to shorten
search time for customers and yield a high number of booked rooms.
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1. Introduction

The emergence of the Internet has dramatically transformed the
hospitality and tourism industry. For example, aiming to expand their
distribution channels, a number of hotels started cooperating with on-
line travel agencies (OTAs) (Guo, Ling, Dong, & Liang, 2013). The popu-
larity of cooperating with a growing number of OTAs increases the
number of hotel bookings done online. Recently, OTAs have become a
major source of online hotel bookings. They provide travelers with a su-
perior experience in regard to accessing hotel information while
allowing them to share opinions freely andmakebookings conveniently
(Hao, Yu, Law, & Fong, 2015; Amaro & Duarte, 2015).

The growing number of hotels and the availability of online reviews of
OTAs increase choices, but incur considerable search effort on the part of
an online customer (Konstan & Riedl, 2012). Searching all available hotels
randomly might not reflect the actual search behavior of a customer. Ac-
cordingly, online users are calling for an efficient approach for evaluating
thousands of hotels andonline reviews in a short time. In addition, today's
society is more concerned with search cost and search time. Full utiliza-
tion of a large amount of information is expected to provide an interesting
insight into the relationship between customer satisfaction and hotel at-
tributes. The development of a recommendation system and a filtering

mechanism is a pressing issue for many researchers. These mechanisms
are necessary to avoid unnecessary information that does not fit a
customer's criteria and to facilitate the searching process for a potential
customer. To understand preciselywhat a customer needs, the criteria in-
volved inhotel selection, effect of online reviews, and customer searchbe-
havior should be incorporated in the search mechanisms. However,
certain challenges arise when facing the complexity of tourism products,
multi-criteria decisions, and uncertainty of customers. With the aim of
helping a customermake better decisionswith lower search effort, an op-
timal sequencing of hotels with selected online reviews is investigated in
thepresent study. In particular, the decisions aremade on the basis of cus-
tomer-defined criteria and sequential search behavior.

Understanding a customer's decision plays a major role in determin-
ing a successful business. The criteria for hotel selection and customer sat-
isfaction have been extensively investigated by many researchers in
tourism. It was found that hotel attributes (e.g., star rating, convenience,
and facilities) drive customer-satisfaction level, but they contribute differ-
ently across different types of customers (Radojevic, Stanisic, & Stanic,
2015). Specifically, one survey result revealed that a solo traveler has a
higher baseline satisfaction level than a family traveler. Also, American
tourists consider cleanliness and value for money, but they concentrate
on security when they travel overseas (Shanahan & Hyman, 2007). Al-
though hotel attributes (e.g., safety, food, convenience, non-smoking
rooms, cleanliness, and price) contribute to a traveler's satisfaction level,
they are differently perceived across destinations or countries. Several
frameworks for studying customer satisfaction concerning hotels have
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been devised (Deng, Yeh, & Sung, 2013; Kim & Perdue, 2013; Ren, Qiu,
Wang, & Lin, 2016; Subramanian, Gunasekaran, & Gao, 2016).

Online reviews have become a source of travel information that most
online travelers adopt to reduce perceived risk andmake a booking deci-
sion (Gretzel & Yoo, 2008). Different types of travelers concentrate on the
indicators mentioned in online reviews (e.g., cleanliness, location, value
for money, room condition, service, and sleep quality) in different ways
(Korfiatis & Poulos, 2013). Similarly, the indicators mentioned in online
reviews to identify customer expectations concerning different trip
modes were analyzed by Liu, Law, Rong, Li, and Hall (2013). It was also
found that the availability of online reviews influences online sales and
the popularity of hotels. A model that determines the influence of online
reviews on online hotel sales was proposed (Ye, Law, & Gu, 2009). More-
over, it was found that review rating, overall hotel ranking, and the num-
ber of online reviews determine the number of online bookings and hotel
revenues (Torres, Singh, & Robertson-Ring, 2015). The characteristics of a
hotel and online reviews (e.g., number of positive reviews), compared
with hotel performance, were examined (Phillips, Zigan, Silva, & Schegg,
2015). Moreover, online-review attributes (e.g., perceived usefulness, en-
joyment, and understandability) influence the trust and intentions of on-
line customers (Elwalda, Lü, & Ali, 2016).

Developing a recommendation system for online shopping, which
alleviates information overload on online customers, has become a
pressing issue. To address that issue, several approaches for predicting
customer preferences have been developed; in particular, the most
common recommendation systems are based on user-generated con-
tent (e.g., social media and online reviews) and collaborative filtering
(Ghose, Ipeirotis, & Li, 2012; Konstan & Riedl, 2012). In regard to re-
search on tourism, indicators used in online reviews (e.g., cleanliness,
location, and service) were found to differ across traveler types
(Korfiatis & Poulos, 2013). In that research, a “demographic recommen-
dation system” based on user-defined preference criteria was proposed.
To enhance the predictive accuracy of such hotel-recommendation sys-
tems, multi-criteria collaborative-filtering techniques were incorporat-
ed (Nilashi, Ibrahim, Ithnin, & Sarmin, 2015).

Most existing approaches concerning a hotel-recommendation sys-
tem concentrate on multi-selection criteria and propose a utility or sat-
isfaction model for predicting a good hotel. Online reviews are a major
source for indicating preferences of similar types of customers. Howev-
er, these approaches have two limitations: (i) fixed sample size in the
case of sequential search behavior with optimal stopping time, and
(ii) room availability under an uncertain arrival of customers.Moreover,
the high volume of unnecessary online reviews confuses online cus-
tomers in regard to evaluating the best product. A mechanism for
selecting useful online reviews among the unnecessary ones on the
basis of user-preference criteria is necessary and a few have been devel-
oped.While themain characteristics of useful online reviews have been
analyzed extensively (for example, by Liu & Park, 2015), only onemech-
anism for ranking online reviews has been proposed (Ghose & Ipeirotis,
2007). However, this mechanism ignores user-preference criteria in the
online-tourism context.

Using an optimization model is a common practice in e-commerce,
which can be found in literature. Cooperation between a hotel and a
third-party company is very common in practice. Papers have presented
an application of the optimizationmodel to derive optimal pricing deci-
sions and revenuemanagement. Using a pricing gamemodel, Ling, Guo,
and Yang (2014) derived the optimal decision on the unit commission
for a hotel that cooperates with OTAs to maximize profit. Guo, Zheng,
Ling, and Yang (2014) presented economic game analysis to determine
the unit commission fee on OTAs, and cash back value for a customer so
that profit of OTAs was maximized. Moreover, many studies on dual-
channel distribution systems investigated optimal decisions on pricing
and service level to maximize the revenue. For example, Lu and Liu
(2013) proposed modelling competition for a supplier selling a product
through conventional and e-commerce channels. The pricing and profit
of a retailer and a supplier were analyzed with several key factors (e.g.,

efficiency of e-channel). Lau, Jiang, Ip, and Wang (2010) developed a
fuzzy location model to optimize the distribution system design in
B2C e-commerce under fuzzy variables (e.g., supply and demand). Fur-
thermore, many approaches for a recommendation systemwere devel-
oped using an optimization model based on analysis of online reviews
to find the best product for a customer (Nilashi et al., 2015). The maxi-
mum utility gained from a product was studied in an online hotel rec-
ommender system by Ghose et al. (2012). Kamiński and Szufel (2015)
proposed an algorithm for the optimization of a simulation execution
in the Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2)with a spot pricing
mechanism.Using the proposed algorithm, the bidding strategywas an-
alyzed to minimize the computation cost and time for running simula-
tions on the system. This algorithm is ready for the application of real
life simulations executed on Amazon EC2.

Promoted by many research forums concerning marketing and
human behavior, search theory has made theoretical contributions to
understanding customer behavior. A search is a major activity before
making a purchase decision. “Non-sequential search model” and “se-
quential search model” are commonly used to deal with a customer's
choice and search problem. The assumptions of eachmodel have advan-
tages and limitations. In the assumptions of “non-sequential search
model”, a searcher fixes the sample size, screens the samples, and de-
cides the best sample for a certain period (Grosfeld-Nir, Sarne, &
Spiegler, 2009; Stigler, 1961; Ghose et al., 2012). The problem is deter-
mining the optimal sample size at the minimum cost of a linear search.
A searcher can achieve a best-choice decisionwith the highest expected
utility (or search offer). However, this model has limitations in a realis-
tic search problem, especially when search cost is expensive, or when a
searcher faces a time constraint for decisions (e.g., Ommeren & Russo,
2014; Morgan, 1983; Krishnan, 2007). Thus, the sequential search
model is more appropriate, as it makes an optimal decision on the bal-
ance of search cost (including time) and utility (search offer), based
on each curriculum (Feinberg & Johnson, 1977; Lippman & McCall,
1976). Also, in an online hotel booking, some customers may not ob-
serve all available hotels on the website and expect the best hotel
with the highest expected utility, but simplymake a satisficing decision
under constraint of time (e.g., business traveler). In this case, the search
behavior matches the sequential search used by this model.

The assumptions of “sequential search model” are commonly as-
sumed in most search problems, such as shopping online (Chhabra,
Das, & Sarne, 2014; Zwick, Rapoport, Lo, & Muthukrishnan, 2003;
Grosfeld-Nir et al., 2009), job search (Lippman&McCall, 1976), residen-
tial search (Phipps & Laverty, 1983), choosing amate (Cheng, Seubert, &
Wiegmann, 2014), and other search problems (Müller, 2000; Mak,
Rapoport, & Seale, 2014). Accordingly, the use of these assumptions
has justification, commonly discussed by mathematical theorems.
Under these assumptions, a searcher can flexibly decide either to accept
a choice or continue searching, using a personal optimal stopping policy
(Lippman & McCall, 1976). This approach determines an optimal con-
trol limit for an optimal stopping rule (e.g., reservation value). In practi-
cal terms, typical customers have different constraints of time and
expectation level from a hotel, and thus, they perform different
searching processes. Using an experimental methodology for analysis
of the actual search behavior in the job search and apartment search
problems, the results revealed that most of respondents tended to
search sequentially in the same optimal way as the search theory
(Braunstein & Schotter, 1982; Phipps & Laverty, 1983). These results
strongly support the consistency of sequential search assumptions and
actual search behavior. Feinberg and Johnson (1977) examined the su-
periority of “sequential search” over “non-sequential search” based on
the distribution of search cost. The findings show the superiority of se-
quential search in terms of net expected return, especially in themiddle
range of search cost. Furthermore, the sequential search can simplify the
model, and lead to an optimal decision within an acceptable computa-
tion time. These are the main reasons that the sequential search
model has been adopted in many applications.
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